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GENERAL

EVAC INDUSTRIES
SUPERMARKET

SUPERMARKET AND FOOD PREPARATION
Evac systems bring a competitive edge to grocery
stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets by increasing
store layout and design flexibility making store
remodeling less expensive and faster.
Evac’s
overhead
vacuum
system
removes
condensation from refrigerated cases and drains water
from sinks and free-standing kiosks avoiding any
gravity concern.

Highlights:
 Reduce cost of store remodeling
 Reduce construction and remodeling
schedule
 Minimize customer disruption
 Enlarge or relocate departments
without cutting the finished floor
 Eliminate underground unknowns
during remodels and conversions
 Reduce maintenance
 Reduce odor with vacuum grease
separation

Easy remodeling
It is easy to remodel without damaging finished floors
while avoiding floor and roof penetrations. Unlike
gravity systems where sewer piping is enclosed in
concrete, the store can operate independent of
foundation constraints.
No concrete and tile work is needed when relocating
or adding display cases. Buffer boxes hidden above
the slab and under the freezer cases are easy to
move.
Floor plan can be adjusted quickly and easily at the
last minute. The close time of the store and customer
disruption are greatly reduced.
Easy maintenance
Maintenance is easier, cheaper and quicker with easy
access to above slab buffer and overhead piping
compared to under slab gravity system. Evac parts
can be changed without hand tools for quick and easy
maintenance.
Minimal customer disruption
New concepts and services can be added overnight
without disruption to store operation.
The piping system is air tight and air can only leak in
so no odor or sewage can affect the customer
experience.
A gravity floor drain will dry out and release odor to the
premises when there is a little or no condensate
produced.
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